CL Card Google Pay Terms and Conditions

Google Pay using CL Card,
The following terms and conditions govern the use of CL Card, with Google Pay and mainly by using a registering CL Card, linked to a Google Pay Digital Wallet in your device.

These terms and conditions form part of the core agreement with Google Pay which is connected to the Card you are using. They aimed to highlight to you the usage of CL Card, with Google Pay Digital Wallet services.

Relationship with Google Pay
The Google Pay services are exclusively provided by Google Pay. CL does not own or operate Google Pay and its relationships with third parties. You are subject to Google Pay’s terms and conditions by using Google Pay services, like the Digital Wallet. You must read your agreement (https://support.google.com/pay) with Google Pay in order to verify how Google Pay collects, operates and manages your data/information.

Replacement of Cards
If you have registered a CL Card, and then replaced it with a brand new one, whether due to expiration or even a lost or stolen device, we will provide you with a registered new one, automatically.

Stolen Devices or Payment Cards
In case of an occurrence where your CL Card, linked to Google Pay services, is stolen or lost, and if you think that your information is vulnerable or has been compromised, you commit to contact us to disable your CL Card, linked to Google Pay Services.

Payments
The Google Pay services allow you to make purchases from CL Card. Any payment you make will be deducted from your account.

Fees
No charges will be applied regarding any payments using Google Pay services. However, fees can be deductible depending on the operators. We retain the right to apply charges for account access or other transactions in future, as the conditions eventually led to it. This situation is only applicable when it is preceded by a written or electronic communication to you, with a notice period of 30 days in advance until it becomes effective.

Security
Be sure to keep your device secure and safe, as you register the CL Card and consequently, all the information it carries and stored. When changing devices, make sure to delete all of your information from your Google Pay digital wallet.

Do not share your passcode or any other detailed information related to your device or Google Pay service, namely adding another fingerprint to use Touch ID. Sharing that sensitive information to anyone can disclose the safeguard of your device, leaving you vulnerable to external access to your personal information, along with payment service records through Google Pay.
You are responsible for the confidentiality of the information that you maintain concerning any means used to access Google Pay services, including User ID and passwords.

**Data Privacy**

In order to understand how we collect, operate and manage your data, please read carefully our Global Data Privacy Policy carefully or, if you prefer, we can send a copy of it. Talk to us using the in-app chat or via support@cl-cards.com.